
2011 MSA Euroclassic 

The recent trend of longer runs continued in 2011 with the run taking 8 days and involving nearly 

1,500 miles with an extra long journey back from Parma to get home. There were 84 entrants, 

number 1 being Mike Thompson 

in an expensively restored 

historic 1926 Bentley which had 

considerable history at 

Brooklands. Given the length of 

the run there were surprisingly 

quite a number of pre war cars 

though in the event the 1938 

Cadillac entered by Count 

Bernadotte of Sweden and a 

replacement both broke down 

before the run started and he 

did the run in a modern hired 

BMW ! 

As usual John and I were in the 

only Corvette but missing from the run for the 

first time in 19 runs were Derek and Andy from 

Middlesbrough though most of the other 

regulars were there and this time the MSA had 

allowed “modern classics” though  the entrants 

mainly seemed to be people like Paul Flatman 

and John De Stefano who had previously done 

the run in older cars. 

The run started at Contrexeville in France 

{which nobody I met had ever heard of before !} 

and as per the previous few runs we and a few 

others {Sean and Eva in the Elan, the Plumb’s in the MGB etc} had not booked with Kuoni but gone 

direct mainly in smaller , cheaper hotels. The start was in front of the town’s Casino and started in a 

rather overcast France which as usual on a 

Sunday seemed totally deserted. 

The days run went via the circuit of Anneau du 

Rhin, which we have used before but remains 

tight and challenging, into Germany and the 

Black Forest where the weather became 

wetter and more murky. The overnight stop 

was at a place called Schluhsee by the side of 

a lake. The Kuoni group were in a very large 

spa type place but we were in a smaller hotel 

actually in the village itself which was very 



nice and cheap though the wet weather 

prevented us having much of a look around. 

One of the problems of not going with Kuoni is 

that often being in different hotels from the rest 

tends to make you feel a bit semi detached from 

the run and in 2011 we had the first 3 nights in 

separate hotels which on reflection was 

probably 1 too many although I did feel that the 

immaculate Hotel Schiff {right 48 Eu a night 

single room} would have been an ideal stop over 

for a group of entrants and was exactly the sort 

of place we used to use at the Euros in the early days. 

The run then went into Switzerland, the weather remaining poor. We went over the Bernina pass, 

the climb to the summit being so slow and the weather so wet we actually had to put the roof up at 

one point. On stopping to put the 

roof up I noticed that the electric 

fans {which I have had trouble 

with before} were not running 

again and it turned out the fuse 

had been cooked . At the St 

Morritz stop Brit Assist rewired 

the fans to get them to work but 

this was the first of a series of 

problems the car’s cooling system 

gave. 

On leaving St Morritz the weather 

gradually cleared up and then we 

went via some spectacular 

scenery into Italy. The 2 passes 

used, the Crocedomini and the 

Rifugio are probably the highest 

and narrowest I have ever been 

over {and that is saying 

something after 16 Euros!}. A 

couple of the runners with fears 

of height found these passes very 

stressful but I thought they were 

one of the highlights of this year’s 

run. 

As the weather warmed up I 

noticed the car temperature 

gauge {which normally warms up 



in heavy traffic and cools down once we 

get to a decent speed} was not cooling 

down and I ended up having to stop at a 

petrol station where the car pumped 

water out of the overflow. Brit Assist 

came and it seemed the problem was 

just a lack of water {not sure where it 

had all gone as it had been filled before 

the run} so from then on we kept the 

radiator topped up after every run. The 

delay made us miss the lunch stop at 

Lake Garda and be late for the Millie 

Miglia museum {left} in Brescia which 

celebrates the history of that classic road race which ran until 1957 and still has a famous 

retrospective. 

We were also too late for the Franciacorta 

circuit and made our way straight on the 

motorway to the B4 Hotel in Varona where we 

were for the first time in with the rest of the run. 

Although there had been an accident on the 

motorway  and we got held up in sweltering 

heat the car did not overheat and so we thought 

{with misplaced optimisim} that we had cracked 

the problem. We got a cab into the town which 

had a typically Italian historic centre and having 

failed to find anywhere with the England Wales 

football game on we ate there. 

Wednesday involved a short run to Venice then 

a circuit which only opened at 5pm followed by 

a 2 and a half hour run into Bologna. I have 

done a couple of hours in Venice on a previous 

run and did not want the sort of 8pm or later 

finish the circuit would involve so we just went 

down the motorway to Bologna arriving early in 

the afternoon. The hotel chosen was {typical of 

2011} quite an impressive place but on a 

motorway junction miles out of town. I knew 

from a previous business trip that although it’s 

a very industrial place the centre is impressive 

so we went into town for a few beers and a meal. As I suspected a lot of the run had not done the 

track session, I think 5pm track sessions with a 2 hour plus trip after  to get back to the hotel are 

really not on for a lot of people {including me} on the run. 



Day 5 took us in very warm 

weather from Bologna first to 

San Marino which is a small 

independent state mainly 

consisting of a hill top town. 

The car got into the town 

without over heating and we 

enjoyed a lunch at the peak of 

the place in a restaurant with 

spectacular views. We checked 

the water before we set off 

and found that the car had 

once again mysteriously used 

some. We topped up the car 

with the water we had and set 

off but once again a few miles down the road the car started to get very hot. Pulling over to the side 

of the road the car was throwing out 

water from the radiator cap and there 

was little left in. We had to wait a long 

time for Brit Assist to come and fill the 

thing up and Norman said they would 

check it overnight for leaks etc. Again this 

meant we had to miss the circuit and 

decided to go direct to the next hotel the 

Perugia Park Hotel. At a decent speed the 

car did not overheat but once arriving at 

the hotel with the gauge only showing 

normal the car proceeded to dump the 

water all over the car park as we parked 

up. Brit Assist spent quite a bit of time pressure testing the rad and checking for a head gasket  

problem and in the end changed the cap and one of the hoses but they were not confident they had 

solved the problem. 

At this stage several of the cars had 

developed various problems with 

Richard Wade’s Minor suffering from 

cracked wheels, the Merrygold’s E type 

from brake problems and the pre war 

Morgan and MG TC combo already out 

of the run and on their way home. The 

worst event  though came on the last 

day when Edward Courage’s 1934 

Bentley was involved in an accident 

caused by some mad Italian overtaking. 

Causing no problems was Phillip 



Haslam’s XK120 damaged in last year’s run 

but restored to full health over the winter 

at a reported cost of £42k. 

The Perugia Park is another hotel well out 

of town on a motorway junction and it was 

the site of this year’s mid event dinner. It is 

quite a large hotel but on a really hot night 

it was not air conditioned and only had 

bottled beer the cold ones of which ran out 

about 5 minutes after the first thirsty 

entrants arrived. The dinner itself was OK 

though service was initially so slow that Ian 

Comber had to try to keep us amused while 

we waited ! 

The weather stayed very warm on 

Day 6 {Friday} where we went on a 

short run to the Sheraton Golf Hotel 

which is basically on the ring road 

outside Rome. The hotel had laid on 

buses to take us into the centre and 

as I had never been to Rome before 

and had always wanted to go I was 

looking forward to this part. 

The central part of the old city is 

made up of ruins and  is called the 

Forum which was the sort of 

Whitehall of the old Empire covering 

things like Senate, Temples, Treasury etc. It covers a large area and though most of it is in ruins it is 

very impressive. The scale of the 

place is vast and surrounding it 

there are further ruins of various 

palaces, barracks etc spreading 

out over a huge area. The most 

famous single building in the area 

is the Colosseum  which is where 

the games including the gladiator 

bouts and setting of lions etc on 

various prisoners took place. 

This was built by the Emperor 

Vespasian in AD 72 using Jewish 

prisoners, could seat 73,000 

spectators, and was in use for 



nearly 600 years. It was then 

damaged by earthquakes and 

a lot of the materials used 

{especially the marble} were 

taken for other building 

projects leaving it in it’s 

current state. 

Nearby , even larger and much 

older is the Circus Maximus 

which was mainly used for 

Ben Hur style chariot racing. 

Not too much of the buildings 

are left but the outline of the 

track remains, it too was last used around 

1,500 years ago, at it’s peak the stadium 

held an incredible 250,000 people. Here 

{right} is an impression of what it looked 

like in it’s prime. 

I personally love this sort of history and of 

course Rome also houses the Vatican and 

lots of Christian art but on a hot busy day 

this was the only part we looked at. 

Day 7 involved a run to Siena {via a 

coffee stop at a golf course where we 

managed to catch the England v 

Argentina rugby game} for the only 

real pukka town centre halt we had 

on this year’s run. Siena is a beautiful 

old walled city and home of the 

famous Palio bareback street horse 

race and we were parked up by the 

cathedral slap in the centre. I had 

hoped the Corvette’s problems 

would be over by now but yet again 

the car started pumping water out of 

the overflow as we climbed into the 

centre. Brit Assist were on hand and spotted that the electric fans were sucking and not blowing 

thus making the low speed overheating problem worse. In addition one of the fans had broken and 

was stuck against the rad probably explaining the fuse problems earlier. Anyway Brit Assist soon 

sorted all this out and we were on to the last but one night in Livorno with the fan permanently on. 

 



I think the Siena lunch stop was one of 

the highlights of the run and it did call 

into question the avoidance of city 

centre halts that had been a feature of 

the 2011 run , though it has to be said 

with the Corvette’s cooling problems it 

would have created problems for us 

had there been many more. 

The last day started off with a run to 

Pisa home of the leaning tower              

{“we’ve skimped a bit on the 

foundations but nobody will ever 

know” !}. We were both quite 

confident that the’vette would be OK 

now but we got lost finding the tower 

and yet again although showing only 

around 200 F on the gauge the car 

dumped water out of the expansion 

tank. 

I decided at this point to abandon the 

run as such and stick to motorways 

where the car was never a problem. 

We got to the finish in Parma but the 

hotel I had booked turned out to be 

in the middle of a street 

market/carnival so we could not get 

to it by car until it was all over at 

10pm. I ended up booking another nearby but very grotty hotel but my problems caused some 

amusement amongst the Kuoni 

users who obviously felt it was my 

well deserved come uppance for my 

smug saving of all that money over 

the years. 

The end of event dinner had the 

usual prizes {I got one for the hotel 

cock up} and outlined next year’s 

proposed route which starts at 

Santander {ferry from Plymouth} 

and finishes at Monte Carlo with a 

run through Spain and the South of 

France at the end of September. 



 

There was a long run back to 

Zeebrugge for us and we did 

over 500 miles through 

Switzerland {which looked as 

great as ever and was 

thankfully much cooler than 

Italy} to overnight near 

Luxembourg. As before on 

the motorway the car 

worked perfectly and on the 

long run I noticed it was 

doing 16 or 17 mpg which 

may not sound very good to 

most people but is very much 

better than it used to do. 

Many of the other cars took a more leisurely 

route back including Sean and Eva in the Elan 

{right} who then had the misfortune to be 

rammed up the back end by a rampaging 4x4 

in heavy rain. Still they got home under their 

own power and it will make a change from his 

usual rebuilding of the engine this winter ! I 

hear also that Richard Wale had to wait for 

new wheels to be delivered and that Ian 

Coomber’s Aston had gearbox problems. 

Overall then not one of my favourite runs. Partly this is just a personal thing as I found it too hot and 

the car gave too much 

trouble making me miss 

sections of the run plus not 

being in the same hotel as 

the others for the first 3 days 

it took a while before I felt 

part of it. Some though was 

affected by the way it was 

organised, a deliberate and 

understandable decision had 

been made to avoid finishing 

in congested town centres 

for 2011 but it resulted in 

using hotels miles out of the 

centre stuck on the 

motorway and although 



these are convenient to get to I missed the attention the run receives in city centre halts and also it 

the way it gives the chance to have a 

proper look around these places . 

Given that the hotels were stuck in the 

middle of nowhere I thought several 

seemed unprepared for an influx of hot 

and thirsty entrants combining expensive 

drinks, with glacially slow bar service, and 

the inability to even supply cold beer. 

Simon of Kuoni told me they were warned 

but that Italian hotels always ignore what 

you tell them ! The trouble is if you can 

walk down the road to a bar or restaurant 

it’s not a problem but if you are miles out of town it is. 

As  ever though a lot of the places visited and scenery were great, the organisation was mainly very 

good, and Brit Assist did me proud and got me round. My personal highlights of the run were the 2 

passes on day 3 plus the time we spent in Rome. 


